
“As long as we have breath, there’s hope
we can move from broken to beautiful.”

Schedule Yvonne Ortega for Your Next Event!
Contact Yvonne via email at: 
yvonneortega9@gmail.com

P.O. Box 955, Yorktown, VA 23692

Evevv ntt!!Sche

With honesty and humor, Yvonne shares her life and struggles through presentations that help
women move from broken to beautiful. Her background as a licensed professional counselor
brings a unique perspective into the heart of women

Do you feel discouraged, deceived, or depressed?
How much do you worry about things you can’t change?
Do you struggle to forgive yourself and those who have hurt you?

MOST REQUESTED PRESENTATIONS:

9 Life Lessons to Help You Move Forward
In an imperfect world with imperfect people, we suffer setbacks, sickness, and heartaches.
We can wallow in them or turn them into something beautiful. Your audience will discover
how to:
• Turn their shattered dreams into something beautiful.
• Replace sadness and sorrow with God’s joy.
• Live each day as a gift.

How to Forgive When You Don't Want to
Using personal anecdotes and the timeless truths of God, Yvonne’s message will help
your audience to:
• Exchange shame and guilt for God’s grace to forgive themselves.
• Overcome anger and bitterness and with God’s power forgive others.
• Break free from the prison of the past and gain the freedom of forgiveness.

Moving from Broken to Beautiful® through Grief
Through Yvonne’s transparent stories of personal losses and God’s Word, your
audience will discover how to:
• Exchange withdrawal, loneliness, and aloneness for God’s comfort.
• Replace the turmoil of grief with God’s peace.
• Live with purpose in your new normal.

Speak with Power, Passion and Polish
If you fear speaking in public, you are not alone! Gain confidence and tips from Yvonne’s
personal examples and a professional model to:
• Eliminate a weak opening and replace it with a dynamic one.
• Replace confusing content with clear and compelling content.
• Avoid delivery mistakes and present with power and passion.

Note: Each bullet point for Speak with Power is a 30-60-minute presentation.

YVONNE ORTEGA
Speaker, Author,

 Speaking and Writing Coach

Yvonne Ortega is a Clinically 
Certified Domestic Violence 
Counselor (CCDVC), bilingual 
professional speaker and former 
high school teacher. She is a 
retired Licensed Professional 
Counselor (LPC) and Licensed 
Substance Abuse Treatment 
Practitioner (LSATP). She has a 
Master of Education in Counsel-
ing and degrees in Spanish. She is 
a  speaking and writing coach.  
Additionally, she is a member of 
the  Advanced Writers & Speakers  
Association (AWSA) and the 
Christian Authors Network 
(CAN). Yvonne formerly served 
in Stonecroft as the Regional 
Speaker Trainer of Virginia and 
on the board of Kairos Prison 
Ministry at the Virginia Correc-
tional Center for Women.



“Everyone needs a coach. It doesn’t matter whether you’re a basketball player, a tennis player, 
a gymnast or a bridge player.” ~Bill Gates

ATTENTION: BUSINESS WOMEN, LEADERS, SPEAKERS, and WRITERS

Jumpstart your speaking and writing success and grow your business.
Speaking and writing have become a necessity in business and leadership.
Learn how to apply proven techniques to captivate any audience.

Take away ideas for immediate application to any project you create!
Eliminate a weak opening and replace it with a dynamic one.
Replace confusing content with clear, compelling content.
Avoid delivery mistakes and speak/write with passion and polish.
Expand your message outreach from the platform and in print.
Use slides effectively and efficiently.
Learn the art of self-editing
Learn to write a non-fiction book proposal.
Write for your audience.

Yvonne offers a free 15-minute Do-We-Fit 
session to see if you will work well together.

Contact information and links:
Email: YvonneOrtega9@gmail.com
Website: YvonneOrtega.com
Twitter: @yvonneortega1

Yvonne coaches you with 
ENCOURAGEMENT, SUPPORT, and ACCOUNTABILITY.



Yvonne survived and thrived after breast 
cancer, divorce, single parenting, car accidents,
and multiple family losses within weeks of one
another including the loss of her only child.

Her published books include Moving from Broken
to Beautiful® through Grief, Moving from Broken to 
Beautiful® through Forgiveness, Moving from Broken
to Beautiful: 9 Life Lessons to Help You Move
Forward, and Finding Hope for your Journey Through
Breast Cancer.

She is also a contributing author to Growing a 
Mother's Heart. She has published more than 
200 articles and has taught at major writing 
conferences across the US. 

yvonneortega9@gmail.com

“Yvonne Ortega delivers presentations packed with take-home value. As a coach for speakers, 
Yvonne helps her clients find focus, voice, and audience.”
~PeggySue Wells
Bestselling Author of 28 books including The Slave Across the Street and 
Homeless for the Holidays

“When she stands to speak, you see a beautiful spokesperson, not a broken victim. Her
powerful messages of hope and healing are filled with the truths of God’s Word skillfully
delivered with transparency, practical application, and a dash of humor.”
~Vonda Skelton
Founder, Christian Communicators Conference

“Yvonne Ortega delivers a passionate message of deliverance and forgiveness. Her
journey through divorce, breast cancer, and the death of a child have strengthened her
faith and resolve in a way that will encourage and motivate you to stand up and shout
for Christ.”
~Sherry Boykin
Conference Speaker, Clarks Summit University, PA

“Her coaching was able to provide the attendees with techniques that would
immediately transform the novice speakers into speakers with more professionalism
and polish. As a facilitator, coach or presenter, Yvonne does not disappoint!”
~Wendy Smith, CP
Certified Paralegal
Administrative Consultant

“I am presenting to large crowds on a regular basis. After Yvonne’s presentation, I now
have a clear understanding of how to lay my presentations out, and how to engage my
audience better. Thank you for sharing your talents with us Yvonne!”
~ Courtney Buzzell
Proximo Marketing Strategies LLC, owner/consultant
Peninsula Women’s Network, president elect/ programs chair

“It’s been a joy to watch Yvonne’s ministry of writing, speaking, and teaching grow
through the past ten years or so. Her workshops at the Colorado and Greater Philly
Christian Writers Conference are enthusiastically received.”
~Marlene Bagnull, Litt.D.
Director, Colorado Christian Writers Conference
Founder and Director, Greater Philly Christian Writers Conference

“I found most helpful the meme creation training using Canva. I would absolutely
recommend this workshop to those professionals who want or need to write and are not
quite sure what tools are available to them. I thoroughly enjoyed it.”
~Joan Bowling
Former president of the National Speakers Association Virginia Chapter
Speaker, Trainer, Coach


